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Promote proper use of ICT as an educational tool for personal
development and social interaction

GENERAL
OBJECTIVES

●Raise awareness of the risks of online communication and social media
●Use good practices and discover new ICT utilities
●Understand the importance of oral and written communication
●Use audiovisual language as a means to an end
●Digital Competence (DC)
●Competence in Linguistic Communication (CLC)
●Social and Civic Competence (SCC)

Competencias

●Competence Learn to learn (LLC)
●Competence in Cultural Expressions (CCE)
●Mathematical competence and basic competences in science and
technology (NCST)
●Initiative and Entrepreneurship Competence (IEC)
●Language

COMPETENCIES

●Social Sciences
●Art Education

TIMING
MATERIALS

7 activities
See Appendices
• https://www.colectivocinetica.es/media/colectivo-cin%C3%A9tica-10●
t%C3%A9cnicas-para-empezar-en-eso-y-bachillerato.pdf (Activity 1 y 3)
•h
● ttps://www.pantallasamigas.net/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/informeeukidsonline-2018.pdf (Activity 1)
• ●Article by Adrián Arcos for the digital magazine Magisterio (15 October 2019):
https://www.magisnet.com/2019/10/el-uso-de-videojuegos-mejora-lashabilidades-sociales-y-profesionales/ (Activity 2)

WEBOGRAPHY
REFERENCES

• ●Teaching guide to the film “Ready Player One”: https://www.madrimana.com/wpcontent/uploads/2019/03/MADRIMANA-GUIA-DIDACTICA-Ready-Player-One.pdf
(Activity 2)
• ●Melina Massnata’s Article for La Nación (5 April, 2008): https://www.lanacion.com.
ar/tecnologia/que-nos-ensena-ready-player-one-sobre-educacion-nid2122903
(Activity 2)
• ●Lautaro J. Guerra and Andrea A. Appel. Social skills and competencies in online
games: https://www.inf.utfsm.cl/~guerra/publicaciones/Habilidades_y_
Competencias_Sociales_en_Juegos_en_Linea3.pdf (Activity 2)
• ●Study on children and gambling in Galicia (July 2019) University of Santiago
de Compostela and the National Drug Plan: https://pnsd.sanidad.gob.es/
profesionales/investigacion/Difusionproyectos/pdf/20190927_Estudio_Juego_
menores_Galicia.pdf (Activity 3)

• ●Roa, Miguel. What is gambling, and what are the consequences? https://www.
ceapa.es/que-es-la-ludopatia-y-que-consecuencias-tiene/
• ●Article in the newspaper “El País” (Madrid, 3 July 2015): “The nine technoaddictions
you didn’t know you had” https://elpais.com/elpais/2015/06/25/
masterdeperiodismo/1435222559_337110.html (Actividad 4)
• ●Medya Advertising Agency Article: http://agenciadepubli.com/como-debe-serun-buen-spot-publicitario/ (Actividad 5)
• ● ●Definition of the “Shared Reading” structure :
https://justificaturespuesta.com/aprendizaje-cooperativo-la-lectura-compartida/
(Actividad 5)
• ●https://www.is4k.es/necesitas-saber/uso-excesivo-de-las-tic

WEBOGRAPHY
REFERENCES

• ●https://www.is4k.es/blog/educando-en-ciberseguridad-v-relaciones-positivas-yconvivencia
• ●http://tecnoadiccion.es/
• ●https://www.pantallasamigas.net/world-of-warcraft-classic-como-videojuegopara-desarrollar-habilidades-sociales-y-personales/
●• ●Megías, I. (2020). Young people, gambling, and betting. A qualitative approach.
Madrid: Centro Reina Sofía sobre Adolescencia y Juventud (FAD) . https://www.
adolescenciayjuventud.org/publicacion/jovenes-juegos-de-azar-y-apuestas/
• ●Rodríguez, E. and Ballesteros, J.C. (2019). Young people, leisure, and ICT. A look at
the vital structure of youth from the references of leisure time and technologies.
Madrid: Centro Reina Sofía sobre Adolescencia y Juventud (FAD). https://www.
adolescenciayjuventud.org/publicacion/jovenes-ocio-tic/
• ●Echeburúa, O. E. (Ed.). (2016). Internet abuse: the gateway to online gambling
addiction?. http://www.biblioteca.cij.gob.mx/Archivos/Materiales_de_consulta/
Drogas_de_Abuso/Articulos/Abuso%20de%20internet.pdf

1.1. Context of the subject

To better understand the subject matter of this edition, we suggest you refer to
resources created by specialists in the subject such as:

Internet Segura for Kids (IS4K) is the Internet Safety Centre for
minors in Spain that aims to promote the safe and responsible
use of the Internet and new technologies among children and
adolescents. Its main tasks are:
• ❏❏❏To raise awareness and educate minors, youth, families, educators, and
professionals who work with children by carrying out national campaigns,
initiatives, and programmes.
• ❏❏❏Provide a helpline to advise and assist minors, families, educators, and
professionals who work with children on how to deal with Internet risks:
harmful content, harmful contacts, and inappropriate behaviour.
• ❏❏❏Organise a Safe Internet Day in Spain.
• ❏❏❏Reduce the availability of illegal content on the Internet, mainly child
sexual abuse, by supporting FCCSE.

IS4K is led and coordinated by the State Secretariat for Digitisation and Artificial
Intelligence (SEDIA ). It operates its services through the National Institute of
Cybersecurity (INCIBE), in collaboration with other leading bodies. In line with
the European Better Internet for Kids (BIK), a strategy it is part of the panEuropean INSAFE network of Internet Safety Centres and is co-funded by the
European Commission.
Here are some links that may be useful:
1. Excessive use of ICTs
https://www.is4k.es/necesitas-saber/uso-excesivo-de-las-tic

2. Educating in cybersecurity V: positive relationships and coexistence.
https://www.is4k.es/blog/educando-en-ciberseguridad-v-relaciones-positivas-y-convivencia

Pantallas Amigas was born in 2004 with the mission of promoting
safe, healthy use of the Internet and other ICTs, as well as promoting
responsible digital citizenship in childhood and adolescence. To
this end, they carry out projects and provide educational resources
for training children and adolescents to develop independently on
the Internet, the final objective being to endow them with digital
skills and competencies that will allow them to participate actively,
positively, and healthily online.
Here are some links you may find useful:
1. Technology additions (or cyberaddictions) include all phenomena and
problems of ICT abuse, which often refers to Internet addiction, to mobile
phones (including addiction to SMS) and addiction to video games (including
more and more online video games)
http://tecnoadiccion.es/

2. World of Craft Classic as a video game to develop social and
personal skills:
https://tinyurl.com/y3qbtk6h

The main mission of the Anti-Drug Aid Foundation (FAD) is to
promote the personal and social development of adolescents
and young people through education in positive attitudes and
prevention of social risk behaviour.
The foundation and the Centro Reina Sofía sobre Adolescencia y
Juventud conducted the “Young people, leisure and ICT: A look at
the vital structure of youth from the references of leisure time and
technologies” study.
1. Megías, I. (2020). Young people, gambling, and betting. A qualitative
approach. Madrid: Centro Reina Sofía sobre Adolescencia y Juventud (FAD) .
https://www.adolescenciayjuventud.org/publicacion/jovenes-juegos-de-azar-y-apuestas/

2. Rodríguez, E. and Ballesteros, J.C. (2019). Young people, leisure, and ICT.
A look at the vital structure of youth from the references of leisure time and
technologies. Madrid: Centro Reina Sofía sobre Adolescencia y Juventud (FAD). .
https://www.adolescenciayjuventud.org/publicacion/jovenes-ocio-tic/

The Spanish Confederation of Associations of Parents of Students
CEAPA is a social, non-religious, progressive and independent entity
that works for quality public education, the success of all students at
school, the democratisation of teaching and improving conditions for
children..

Among its numerous published works is:
1. Roa, Miguel. What is gambling, and what are the consequences?
https://www.ceapa.es/que-es-la-ludopatia-y-que-consecuencias-tiene/

Enrique Echeburúa Odriozola is a Professor of Clinical Psychology at the UPV/
EHU school of psychology and a senior researcher at the Network Centre for
Biomedical Research in Mental Health (CIBERSAM). He holds a degree and a
PhD in Psychology from the Complutense University of Madrid. He is a specialist
in Clinical Psychology, with additional training at the Behavioural Therapy Unit at
Middlesex Hospital (Dr Meyer), University of London. He has been a guest lecturer at the universities of Calgary and Quebec (Canada).
He has published 38 books, some of which have been translated into other languages, and more than 350 papers in scientific books and journals. He has so far
managed 15 doctoral theses (six of them with extraordinary prize).
We recommend reading the following books:
https://tinyurl.com/yyr63svg

1.2. Advantages and drawbacks of ICT
ACTIVITY 1 - ARE YOU FOR OR AGAINST?
We will use the simple cooperative structure for this activity: “Academic
Debate”. The steps for developing the training will be as follows:
1º The teacher forms groups of four students and provides a
statement* that the students will argue for or against.
2º The teacher assigns the roles within the groups. Students will be
either for or against the statement.
3º The students spend some time working on their arguments for or
against the statement and write these down on one side of a piece of
paper. This can be done jointly with the other member of the group
with the same role.
4º The groups discuss the statement using the arguments they have
worked on.
5º When the debate is over, the groups decide which are the strongest
arguments for and against.
6º Each individual student completes the quarter of a page (a)
correcting, if necessary, the arguments used and (b) adding the
opposing arguments on the other side.
Possible statements for discussion:
- A lot of people say that they had much better lives without laptops and
computers, that they had more freedom and less stress.
- Most people say that technology has a beneficial effect on the well-being
of the population.
To argue each of the positions the students can be given this report:
“Actividades, mediación, oportunidades y riesgos on-line de los menores en la
era de la convergencia mediáticas” (Activities, mediation, opportunities and online risks for minors in the age of media convergence)
https://tinyurl.com/y3bn3p69

1.3. Benefits of video games for social purposes

ACTIVITY 2 - LOADING
This activity has three parts:
●• Text commenting on this journalistic text:
https://tinyurl.com/y563j7nh

●
• Viewing and activity on the film “Ready player one” (2018) or scenes
from the piece:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLEAcphHmvH7MI-L8jCvOU20Wi3stBDWPX

Students should do some research into the characters in the film,
choose one of them, and write a newspaper article about the search for
recognition and popularity on social media and the Internet.
These questions can help:
1.
Do I accept myself as I am?
2.
Do I pay attention to comments on the Internet?
3.
Is the world of online gaming really short-lived?
4.
Do I photoshop my heart?
5.
What is our true value?
6.
Where do I feel genuinely loved and appreciated?
You can expand on this using the teaching guide to the film “Ready
Player One” at the following link:
https://tinyurl.com/yyez38pb

We also recommend that you read Melina Massnata’s article for La
Nation (5 April 2008):
https://tinyurl.com/y5cjnr4m

1.3. Benefits of video games for social purposes

• ●Research into “Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games”.
They harness the Internet’s ability to integrate many people in
one place, in a virtual world with its own characteristics, designed to
entertain players while allowing them to interact.
The question is whether participation in this type of online games
develops social skills. To answer this question, students will do this
research by asking people who play or have played these types of
games the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

What is the most entertaining thing about the game?
Why do you think the game is useful?
What do you need to be a good player?
What skills have you developed since you have been playing
(ability to communicate with others, sociability, decisionmaking, self-esteem development, empathy)?
Which skills have you developed since have been playing
(leadership, decision-making, organising tasks and people,
conflict resolution, learning new things, communicating
with others)?
Do you think that playing has given you tools that you can use
in your real life? Why?

1.4. Technology I
ACTIVITY3 - THE THIN RED LINE
Based on this this study:
https://tinyurl.com/y4o3mecy

Steps for using the cooperative structure:
1. The teacher divides the students into heterogeneous couples, allocating
two roles (interviewer and adolescent interviewee) and gives examples of
questions about the contents they are working on in the session.
2. Student A interviews Student B to find out their answer or opinion on the
questions raised. They write the answers on a quarter of a blank sheet of
paper.
3. The roles are reversed. Student B becomes the interviewer, and Student A
becomes the interviewee. Student B writes Student A’s answers and opinions
on the other side of the same piece of paper.
4. The teacher collects the papers and after that follows a session during
which the students share the answers and opinions of the classmate they
interviewed. They can take measures to prevent gambling based on this pool
of information.

1.5. Technology II
ACTIVITY 4 - I HAVE

Read the article “The nine technology addictions you didn’t
know you had,” and ask them to write down, anonymously,
the three that they think they have in order of more addiction to
less. These are then counted up to see which is the most common
addiction.
All of this will help to do some brainstorming in each team on what
they can do to prevent them.

https://elpais.com/elpais/2015/06/25/masterdeperiodismo/1435222559_337110.html

2.1. Introduction-motivation

ACTIVITY 5 - THE SECRETS OF ADVERTISING
Students work in teams using the “shared reading” cooperative structure
with the following article:
http://agenciadepubli.com/como-debe-ser-un-buen-spot-publicitario/

Definition of the “Shared Reading” structure. All of this will help to do some
brainstorming in each team on what they can do to prevent them.
https://tinyurl.com/yydxfx3g

When they have finished reading, they will create mental maps
(ANNEX II) in teams that contain all the necessary information about
the characteristics of a good advertisement with the drawings and key
words that they consider most important. To do this, they will have a
scoring guide to help them with the aspects to consider when creating a
mental map.
When they have finished, each group will present their mental map to the
rest of the class by going through all the points and explaining why each
is important before they start designing the final product.
Several examples of successful advertisements will be shared to
create a mental map:
Always - “Like a girl”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjJQBjWYDTs

Dove - “Real Beauty Sketches”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XpaOjMXyJGk

Pepsi - “Test Drive”.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZBB9jU5Syc

Old Spice.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=owGykVbfgUE

Volvo Truks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M7FIvfx5J10

Ice Bucket Challenge (charity
campaign for ALS patients)

2.2. Advertising language
ACTIVITY 6 - THE ONE WHO SHARES KEEPS THE BEST PART

The teachers will have a presentation (genial.ly) to explain the
components of the advertisement to the students.

https://view.genial.ly/5f43834f891cc20d3a9fb862

After seeing the presentation, when they know the subthemes necessary to
create the advert, the students choose the ones that best fit for their skills and
interests.
Then the research groups will be formed (ANNEXES III y IV) Ideally, there will be
no more than five students per group.
Finally, the teacher will guide the students through the process of planning
specific objectives and procedures to achieve them.

3.1. Final product
ACTIVITY 7 - ONE IN A THOUSAND
Based on the objectives proposed in the previous activity, each group is
supervised by the teacher while performing the tasks allocated.
The number of tasks depends on the number of teams in the class.

List the different tasks (they can be subdivided if they are
considered complex for a single team):
•● W
● riting the literary guide (describing the characters, the situation
they are in and the actions they will perform)
•W
● riting the technical script (dialogues, scenes, plans and camera
movements)
•● C
● ostume design.
•S
● cenery design.
•● S
● ound choice: sound effects and soundtrack.
•P
● ost-production*.
When the process is complete, it is presented to the rest of the
teams and analysed, and its viability as a group project is taken into
consideration.
Finally, the advertisement is filmed (one of the teams can handle
post-production*)

4. Testing

Evaluation Tools
• Scoring guide for evaluating the advertisement (ANNEX V).
• Checklist for self-evaluation for each research group (ANNEX VI).

